
Constraining Visual Expectations Usinga Grammar of Scene EventsJ Matas, J Kittler, J Illingworth, L NguyenDepartment of Electronic and Electrical Engineering,University of Surrey, Guildford. GU2 5XH. United Kingdom.andH I ChristensenLaboratory for Image Analysis,University of Aalborg, Aalborg. DK-9220. DenmarkAbstractThis paper considers the visual interpretation of dynamic scenes using tem-poral as well as geometric models. For this purpose scenes and events are rep-resented via a grammar. Low level operators extract visual primitives whichare matched to the statements of the grammar and a natural language descrip-tion of signi�cant scene events is produced. The further use of the grammar toconstrain and predict visual events is considered and the method is illustratedon an breakfast setting domain.1 IntroductionFor many years the focus of computer vision research has been on the development ofmethodologies for solving discrete problems of scene recovery from image data. Thisbias, which is well documented in the computer vision literature e.g. [1, 2, 3], has beenencouraged partly by the natural tendency of human beings to approach any complexproblem by breaking it up into many small subproblems, and partly by the Marr'srepresentational paradigm [16] which inuenced the vision community in the nineteeneighties. According to his paradigm, single frames of image data are processed in abottom up fashion so as to achieve scene reconstruction. The computational processcorresponding to this paradigm involves launching discrete scene recovery algorithms(edge detection, shape from X, etc), the results of which are placed on a blackboardwith the view to build a 212D sketch of the imaged scene, as the basis of the eventual3D interpretation. 1



In a recent departure from the Marr paradigm, [5, 4, 6, 8] argue that the complexityof solving vision problems can be greatly reduced by controlling both the sensor andvisual data processing, focussing computational resources on a small part of the scenerelevant to the speci�c goal. Although the e�ciency of the active vision approach hasbeen shown to facilitate real-time solution of real-world problems [10], an additionaldimension to the complexity of an autonomous vision system is introduced by theproblems of :1. control and scheduling of knowledge sources providing di�erent expertise re-garding the visual data,2. optimisation of knowledge source process parameters,3. development of feedback strategies,4. sensor control,5. evaluation of the hypotheses generated by the knowledge sources,6. scene model maintenance7. visual goal de�nitionRecently these aspects of vision research have begun to attract the attention of thecomputer vision community. Some early work in the area of control and schedulingof knowledge sources is reported in [13, 12, 14, 9, 17]. The aim of the work was todetermine an architecture, including means of communication, which would facilitatethe operation of a complex vision system with multiple knowledge sources at all levelsof processing.The clear message from the research on algorithms for scene recovery is the needfor continuous adaptation and tuning of their parameters to achieve the best possi-ble performance. In research on topics in computer vision made in isolation, suchoptimisation is normally achieved manually for a set of images used for testing. Itis apparent that such an approach is inappropriate in the case of autonomous visionsystems. The �rst attempts at automatic self optimisation of parameters of vi-sion system modules is reported in [19], but much more work is needed to develop acomprehensive solution to this problem.While active vision raises practical problems of sensor control and feedbackstrategies it also gives rise to new conceptual problems. The most important ofthese is how to build and maintain a scene model that extends beyond the current�eld of view so as to provide an information data base and context to decide whereto look next; what are the visual expectations, and how to de�ne future visual goals.The past work addressing these issues is somewhat preliminary and focuses on staticdomains with either fully [11] or partially [7, 20] known environments, in which priorscene knowledge is encapsulated by speci�c or generic spatial object relations.Solutions to the scienti�c problems mentioned above cannot be veri�ed without an'active' scene interpretation testbed. In [17] we describe the capabilities of the VAPVision system; the complexity of the system (see �g. 1) poses a number of di�cultengineering problems. In our previous work scene description in terms of recognised



objects with their 3D positions constituted the highest level of the external worldmodel. The system could cope with a wide range of objects and visual phenomenasuch as motion patterns [20], but no explicit model of scene evolution existed.In this paper we extend the scene description by adding the notion of a tem-poral and geometric event. De�nition of geometric events is based on the non-accidentalness principle successfully used in object recognition [15]. If two objectsassume a relative position that is unlikely to arise by accident it is inferred that theobjects interact. The interaction constrains both object class and the 3D position.Temporal events concisely describe signi�cant changes of object state. A grammarof temporal scene events ameliorates the vision system recognition performance byconstraining visual expectations.The work has been motivated by and builds on the extensive experience accu-mulated over the years in the area of tra�c scene modelling and understanding e.g.[18] and references therein. Whereas the spatial model component in the tra�c sceneapplication is essentially 2D, our work aims to combine temporal models with full3D spatial reasoning based on geometric events. As in [18], we propose to modeltemporal events linguistically. A grammar capturing possible sequences of temporalscene events has been constructed. Associated with the grammar is a set of visualprimitives which are paired with the corresponding scene events. The detection ofone or more visual events provides constraints on the sentences of scene events thatcan be generated by the grammar and consequently on the subsequent visual eventsthat are likely to be observed. We demonstrate our approach in the domain of a tabletop breakfast scenario.We shall show that our method does not preclude instances of unexpected events tooccur. Rather, the scene event grammar, triggered by observations at any particularinstance of time, imposes a partial ordering of the possible future events (appear-ance/disappearance of objects, object interactions). In this manner we can constrainvisual expectations. The ordering could also be used in generating visual goals forvision system control purposes. This latter bene�t will be reported elsewhere.The paper is structured as follows. In the next section the vision system developedis briey described. The table top breakfast scenario and its grammatical model areintroduced in Section 3. The experiments performed to test the system are describedin Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions are drawn.2 Vision system architectureThe modules for scene evolution description and modelling add a high-level layer tothe architecture of the VAP vision system. In this section we briey overview thestructure and operation of the system. Figure 1 depicts the basic building blocks.Attributed models of objects (shape, colour, texture, mobility) are stored in the(static) object database. The scene description database contains the internalmodel of the current state of the surrounding environment (the scene) and of the
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Figure 1: Structure of the VAP scene interpretation module



sensor, ie:1. list of recognised objects in the scene with info about object 3D pose (in acamera-independent coordinate frame), con�dence measure in the object hy-pothesis, time (of the �rst/last successful recognition etc.).2. sensor description (eg. position, intrinsic parameters)3. illumination description4. real-time clockThe scene description is dynamic - new information from knowledge sources is con-stantly inserted in the database. Moreover, each entry in the scene description reectsour knowledge about the environment at a given time. Time stamping allows the sys-tem to asses the relevance of a piece of information to the current state of the externalworld. The central controller tunes the operation of the system to the externallyde�ned visual goal by issuing commands to the camera strategy unit, hypothesismanager and individual knowledge sources. The camera strategy unit controlsparameters of a stereo camera head (position, look point, zoom etc.) in order toacquire images in a way that helps to satisfy the current goal.Knowledge Sources operate on the input image or on low-level image featuresimplementing atomical recognition and segmentation strategies. Knowledges sourcecommunicate through hypotheses that correspond to regions of the image or groupsof features belonging to the same object. Because we believe that the most e�cientstrategy for a any given object strongly depends on context of the task, there areno prede�ned strategies for recognition of objects. Instead, each knowledge sourceestimates the quality of its own hypotheses. The central hypothesis managermain-tains a priority queue of hypotheses. High con�dence hypotheses from the front ofthe queue are passed for veri�cation to other knowledge sources. E�cient processingis achieved through this mechanism as computational resources are focused to regionslikely to be knowledge sources. A sub-optimal strategy thus emerges as a result ofa cooperative behaviour. The same priority queue is used for top-down predictions.Projections of objects previously detected can be placed in the priority queue andveri�ed.The 3D Pose Estimation module combines the information from a number ofsources (eg. stereo-based depth map, knowledge about 3D pose of previously detectedobjects) with the information contained in the hypothesis to establish its 3D pose.The result is inserted in the scene description database by the Object DatabaseManager.3 Scene evolution: description and modellingThe premise behind our approach to scene interpretation is that the world we ob-serve is structured both spatially and temporally. Whereas a spatial order is taken



for granted and has been the subject of modelling for computer vision purposes fordecades, the role of temporal evolution in scene understanding is much more subtle.Yet if we consider any domain of activity that we may wish to observe, a surprisingregularity in the evolutionary structure of scene events is revealed.In order to illustrate how scene evolution may impact on its understanding let usconsider one speci�c example: a table top breakfast scenario. The word breakfastimmediately brings to mind the set of objects that we are likely to encounter whenobserving a breakfast scene: Cups, saucers, tea or co�ee pot, milk jug, cutlery, sugarbowl and a box with cereals. The spatial relations of these objects is determinedpartly by their functionality and partly by conventional rules. But observing such ascene over a period of time one would also detect a distinct temporal structure. Partof a typical image sequence capturing and conveying evolutionary order is shown inFigure 2. Objects are constantly added, moved to interact or removed from the scene.There is a natural order to scene events. For instance, when tea is being served, themilk jug is likely to interact with a cup �rst, followed by the tea pot and �nally thesugar bowl and spoon.A breakfast scene evolution can be described by a sequence of scene states eachof which belongs to one of three classes: static (S), dynamic (D) or not in the�eld of view (N). In a dynamic state, one or more objects will be in motion whichcan be either arbitrary or regular. We are not particularly interested in the actualpath through the 3D space a moving object takes. However, a regular motion, e.g.that of a spoon in a cup during stirring, may convey important information aboutthe identity of the object undergoing it.A transition between two consecutive states is an event. We shall call such eventsdynamic as they mark a qualitative change in the scene. Dynamic events can befurther classi�ed into di�erent categories depending on the nature of the transition.For instance, the change from a dynamic state into a static state will signify anobject placement. However, from the point of view of detecting object interaction,it is important to recognise another class of events, called geometric events, whichag vertical alignment of two objects, their coincidence or contact. For instance thepoint of interaction of a cup with a milk jug will be de�ned by the instance when themilk jug is above the cup and therefore vertically aligned. Any other 3D geometricrelationship between the two objects will not assume any special signi�cance. Thetable below lists the various types of events.event --> geometric --> alignment (vertical)--> coincidence / contact--> dynamic any change of state is an event (see table below)for D-1, D0 (object dynamic at t-1 and t (now))change in motion type%---- names of dynamic events :%---- -1 refers to previous frame, 0 to current1. Slow entry: object in N-1, object in D0



2. Fast entry: object in N-1, object in S03. Slow exit: object in D-1, object in N04. Fast exit: object in S-1, object in N05. Place: object in D-1, object in S06. Pickup: object in S-1, object in D0%---- Visible object not generating an event:7. Stays stat: object in S-1, object in S08. Stays dyn: object in D-1, object in D0%--------------------A sequence of events can be conveniently modelled by a grammar in which eventsare nonterminal symbols and rewrite rules generate other nonterminal symbols. Sucha grammar has been inferred manually from a learning image sequence of breakfastscene evolution and is given in standard BNF form below (due to lack of space onlythe rules for the setting and drinking phases of the plan are presented):Context/Scenario: Setting for Tea Break.Objects: Cups, Saucers, Plates, Spoons, Teapot,Sugarbowl, Milkjug, Clutter (non recognizeable objs)Macro Actions: Setting the table, Pouring Tea, Adding sugar,Adding milk, Stirring the tea, Drinking,Refilling (Pouring - milk - sugar), Cleaning the tableDetectable actions:Contact / no-contact w. hand & obj of type XCoincidence/alignment in table plane betw X/YMovement of X (time), Stopped at Y (2D)Entered FOV, Disappeared from FOVStirring X, Pickup of X, Placement of XField of View: Table without people (i.e. we will not see or atleast ignore any humans in the field of view)General_Plan := <SETTING>, <DRINKING>, <CLEANING>Sequences for setting the tableSETTING := <SET-CUPS>, <SET-AUX>, <SET-POT>SET-CUPS := <SET-CUP1> | <SET-CUP2> | <SET-CUP3>SET-CUP1 := <SET-SAUCER>, <SET-CUPS>, <SET-CUP>SET-CUP2 := <SET-SAUCER>, <SET-CUP>, <SET-CUPS>SET-CUP3 := <SET-SAUCER>, <SET-CUP>SET-SAUCER := enter-fov(saucer), place(saucer)SET-CUP := enter-fov(cup), alignment-xy(cup,saucer), place(cup)SET-AUX := <SET-AUX1> | <SET-AUX2>SET-AUX1 := <SET-SPOONS>, <SET-MILKJUG>, <SET-SUGARBOWL>SET-AUX2 := <SET-SPOONS>, <SET-SUGARBOWL>, <SET-MILKJUG>SET-SPOONS := <SET-SPOON1> | nilSET-SPOON1 := <SET-A-SPOON>, <SET-SPOONS>SET-A-SPOON := enter-fov(spoon), PLACE-SPOONPLACE-SPOON := alignment-xy(saucer,spoon), place(spoon)



SET-SUGARBOWL := enter-fov(sugarbowl), place(sugarbowl)SET-MILKJUG := enter-fov(milkjug), place(milkjug)SET-POT := enter-fov(pot), place(pot)Sequences for drinking tea incl pouring of tea and adding of sugar/milkDRINKING := <DRINK> | <REFILL>DRINK := <POURING>, <DRINK-TEA>REFILL := <DRINK>, <REFILL1>REFILL1 := <DRINK> | <REFILL>POURING := <POUR-BLACK-TEA> | <POUR-REG-TEA>POUR-BLACK-TEA := pickup(pot), POUR-CUPPOUR-CUP := <POUR-A-CUP>, <NEXT-POUR-ACT>POUR-A-CUP := alignment-xy(pot,cup), rot+(pot), <FILLING>, rot-(pot)FILLING := nil (an unobservable action!)NEXT-POUR-ACT := <POUR-CUP> | place(pot)POUR-REG-TEA := <POUR-BLACK-TEA>, <FILL-AUX>, <STIRRING>FILL-AUX := <SUGAR-FILL> | <MILK-FILL> | <BOTH-FILL>SUGAR-FILL := pickup(spoon), alignment-xy(spoon,sugarbowl),alignment-xy(spoon,cup)MILK-FILL := pickup(milkjug), alignment-xy(milkjug,cup), rot+(milkjug)rot-(milkjug), place(milkjug), pickup(spoon),alignment-xy(spoon,cup)BOTH-FILL := <SUGAR-FIRST> | <MILK-FIRST>SUGAR-FIRST := <SUGAR-FILL1>, <MILK-FILL>MILK-FIRST := <MILK-FILL1>, <SUGAR-FILL>SUGAR-FILL1 := pickup(spoon), alignment-xy(spoon,sugarbowl)alignment-xy(spoon,cup), place(spoon)MILK-FILL1 := pickup(milkjug), alignment-xy(milkjug,cup), rot+(milkjug)rot-(milkjug), place(milkjug)STIRRING := stirring(cup), <PLACE-SPOON>DRINK-TEA := <GET-CUP>, <SET-CUP>, <NEXT-SIP>GET-CUP := pickup(cup), leave-fov(cup)NEXT-SIP := <DRINK-TEA> | nilRequired visual information to enable execution/identification of the abovepickup(X) Hand reaches for objs and obtains contactenter-fov(X) An obj of type X has entered the field of viewleave-fov(X) An obj of type X has left the field of viewplace(X) The object X is put down and the hand is removed fromthe object.alignment-xy(X,Y) The objects X and Y are aligned in the plane defined bythe table (i.e. x and y are coordinates in a systemcoincident with the table) Some kind of threshold isneeded for this.rot+(x) In an obj centered coord system the elevation of theobj decreased (turned towards the table)rot-(x) In an obj centered coord system the elevation of theobj increased (turned away from the table)



4 Experimental resultsFigure 2 displays in gray level, 28 images from a colour sequence in which objectsfrom the breakfast scenario are placed on a table. The task of the vision system is tointerpret this scene i.e. recognise the objects and the actions performed with them.Objects are recognised by a process of isolating regions of interest (using either colourobject models[21] or by chromatic di�erencing with a known background referenceimage[22]) and then applying specialist object recognition knowledge sources[7, 8].Figure 3 shows a typical segmentation result achieved by chromatic di�erencing.Following image processing, a log of visual states and events is automaticallyderived. The description of the �rst 5 frames of the sequence is given in �gure 4. Thestate of recognised objects are categorised as static or dynamic and their 2D and 3Dpositions are maintained where possible. 3D information is derived from a groundplane constraint which assumes that objects which are static and are not being picked-up must reside on the previously calibrated table-top plane. The information from thelog is used by the grammar which interprets the appearance of objects, their statesand events as part of the temporal sequence that constitutes setting up a breakfastscene. For example, following the setting of the saucer and the appearance of the cupit is possible to infer that the cup will be placed on the saucer. The alignment andsubsequent contact of these two objects con�rms this prediction. Similarly, later in thesequence the alignment of milk-jug and cup can be interpreted as the act of pouringmilk prior to �lling the cup with tea. Thus the grammar rules provide a frameworkwithin which the visual events can be interpreted but also provide temporal contextwhich permits predictions of future states and events to be made. This means thatsubsequent visual processing can be constrained both in terms of the areas of thescene and the likely measurements and decisions which have to be made. One of theoutcomes of parsing of the visual events using the grammar is a natural languagedescription of the sequence. Figure 5 gives the natural language output for the �rst28 frames which are shown in Figure 2.5 Discussion and conclusionsIn this paper we have shown how a grammar can provide a powerful tool for in-corporating temporal sequence information into image interpretation. Although thework shown is still in its early stages, it clearly demonstrates the potential of themethod. The long term goal of the research is the e�cient exploitation of high levelspatio-temporal context to provide predictions and thereby simplify and control visualprocessing.



Figure 2: The �rst 28 frames of the Breakfast Scene Image Sequence



Figure 3: An example of the segmentation of objects via chromatic di�erencingFrame 00: Dynamic saucer_1 72 88Frame 01: Static saucer_1 71 87 456 374 0Frame 02: Static saucer_1 71 87 456 374 0Frame 03: Static saucer_1 71 87 456 374 0Dynamic cup_1 72 74alignment(cup_1, saucer_1, 459, 274, 56)Frame 04: Static saucer_1 71 87 456 374 0Dynamic cup_1 71 90alignment(cup_1, saucer_1, 456, 374, 13). . .. . .Figure 4: Example of log of visual objects and eventsNatural Language Description of Image Sequence:-----------------------------------------------NL: A saucer has been put on the tableNL: A cup was placed on the tableNL: A cup with saucer has been placed on the tableNL: A spoon was placed on the tableNL: the tea pot is hereNL: Milkjug is now on the tableNL: The sugarbowl is on the tableNL: The tea-break auxiliaries are now on the tableNL: The table has been set,NL: The milk jug has been picked upFigure 5: Natural Language description derived automatically from the grammardescribing the breakfast scene.
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